
This version of the deck has notes like this in 
Times New Roman on some slides to explain 
what’s going on for those who couldn’t see it live!

There were a lot of talks here about successes of 
machine learning in biology. This will be a talk 
about the opposite: the ways in which current 
applications of machine learning and statistics fail 
when applied to biomarker discovery, and what to 
do about it: how we take a needle in a haystack 
and, by applying methods incorrectly, turn it into 
more hay.
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Note that the Cohen et al assay sequenced to higher unique 
coverage than TEC-Seq (Phallen), allowing them to assess 
lower VAFs than possible in Phallen, but that this also showed 
somatic heterogeneity - nonzero VAF in healthy individuals.



●

This plot shows the theoretical estimate, based on the binomial 
distribution, of how many independent (unique molecules) reads 
you’d need to detect one mutant read, as a function of mixture 
proportion. But ~no one has understood it from this plot alone, so 
let’s talk analogies...



●

Imagine that we would like a tour of Willy Wonka’s factory. We 
know golden tickets are rare, so we stage a raid on a warehouse 
and get cases upon cases of candy bars. It’s likely that somewhere 
in here, there will be a golden ticket!



●

But we don’t want to look through every single bar to find the 
ticket, so we summon Magneto for help.



●

Magneto uses his power over metal to summon the one bar with a 
golden ticket. This is like enrichment in sequencing: we use 
hybrid capture or PCR to only pick out the fragments we care 
about (those in particular regions).



●

But if instead of a warehouse, we picked up all the chocolate at a 
single convenience store, it’s likely that in that much smaller 
supply, there wouldn’t be even one golden ticket.
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Since there’s no ticket, there’s nothing Magneto can do! In 
sequencing terms, if you don’t collect enough blood to even have 
a single mutant molecule, no mutation enrichment strategy or 
background depletion strategy could help you.
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And then there would be nothing left to do but to eat all the candy 
and get fat (or waste a lot of money on sequencing).
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Data from a poster presented by Freenome at ACG 2018 compared 
the estimated performance of a machine learning method under 
three different validation schemes. The left bar is k-fold, in which 
“test” sets are constructed completely at random from the set of all 
samples. The middle stratifies these test sets by batch: any one 
processing batch worth of samples only shows up in training or in 
test, never both; this way, you can test for sensitivity to batch 
effects. The right set of bars further subsets samples by institution 
of origin to assess sensitivity to this variable.

The middle and right sets of bars appear to perform worse than the 
left, suggesting that basic k-fold validation overestimates 
performance in the presence of technical biases typical in genomics.



Note that panel B (from the supplementary data to Cohen 
2018) suggests that removing ctDNA entirely from the 
CancerSEEK assay leaves assay performance largely intact: 
either most of the power is coming from the proteins, or all the 
assays are measuring similar things (are non-independent).





Work from another 
Freenome poster, presented 
at AACR by Delubac et al 
showed that in a small cohort 
of samples, it was possible to 
design a reasonable cancer 
detector using proteins 
alone...



But that the samples picked 
out by that simple protein 
assay also tended to have 
high tumor fraction by 
cfDNA -- showing that in 
fact the same samples were 
being picked up by multiple 
modalities. This is one 
reason why putting many 
“unique” markers together 
may not help: if they all hit 
the same samples for the 
same biological mechanism.









We’d love empirical discovery and machine learning to work like 
Hermione -- wave a magic wand and the problem goes away.



But instead, in biomarker discovery machine learning more often 
behaves like Ron.



But even that’s not quite right. I’d argue that ML methods are more 
like Gilderoy Lockhart: big fakers, unless you can pin them down...
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